Sport Tales
Happy New Year
Next Class Session Begins January 31st
Intermediate 6:30 -7:30
FUNdamentals 7:30 – 8:30

January, 2011
WMA Student Run Thrus This Thursday
January 6, 6:30-9:30. $25 includes 3 runs
plus a Novice FAST game.

Masters 8:30 – 9:30
Make up classes are available in the winter
The arena heaters are on and working well!

Is anyone interested in having another WMA
Handling Workshop with Julie on Saturday
January 22 or Saturday January 29? The
time would be 10:00 -2:00, and the cost
would be $100, as before.

One working spot left! Auditors welcome
THIS Friday, January 7, 12:00 – 4:00 at AK9C
with Julie. Working spot $150, Auditors $50
Register at www.americank9country.com

Everyone has a winter project, even the
beginner dogs. It's cold outside, but agility
warms you up in every way. Get out and
play!!

Good Luck WMA dogs and handlers!

Check out WMA's new website!
www.whitemountainagility.net.

THIS weekend is the AKC trial sponsored by
The Agility Club of New Hampshire at AK9C.
Julie will be the Novice Mentor at this trial.
She will help you fill out your form and get
your armband number if your dog needs to
be measured.

Tell us what you think! Your feedback is
welcome!

*Remember your AKC registration number
for the measurement form!

and

Thinking about Trialing? Why not start with CPE? Jemma and Sharon did!

CPE – Canine Performance Events
CPE’s philosophy is for the dog and handler to have FUN while earning titles. Many people start out in CPE because
they have heard it is easier, and at the beginning level it certainly is!! Level One has no weaves, no see-saw and
Standard Course Times (SCT) are so generous that your dog can sniff, run amok, even jump out of the ring and back in
and still Q. I should know, Gemma has done all of the above! There are 6 levels in CPE, 1-5 and C (championship). Level
One titles are quite easy to earn, it only takes 2 Q’s in standard and one Q in each of the others. One huge difference
between CPE and other venues, and the reason I have chosen it, is the variety of classes. I love all the games!! In
addition to standard, there are 6 additional classes to play in. In a typical two day trial there will be a standard run
each day as well as three “games”. So in a two day trial, you can compete in standard each day, but the other 3 classes
will be different each day! Jumpers is considered a game and has only tunnels and jumps – it is very fast!!

For Class Information, Arena Rental, Workshop Registration or to Schedule a Private Lesson:
Email Julie at JulieDaniels@cyberpine.net

